1.
Introduction. The question of obtaining complete sets of solutions for a given linear partial differential equation is of the greatest interest from the theoretical as well as from the computational point of view. For constructing such sets, several methods of considerable generality have been proposed.
Thus, for instance, Bergman [3] has introduced an integral operator which provides a means for the generation of complete sets when the differential equation is of the second or the fourth order. Extensions may be made to higher orders.
By means of Bergman's operator, the space of analytic functigns of a single complex variable is mapped upon the space of solutions of the given differential equation, and the process yields a generalization of the operator Re in the case of harmonic functions.
Complete sets of solutions may also be found by a method which is analogous to Runge's method of approximation in the theory of analytic functions. A description of this may be found in [6, p. 282] . This scheme has the practical drawback of requiring a knowledge of a fundamental singularity for the differential equation, a function which is known explicitly for but few differential equations.
In the present paper, we adopt a different point of view and study possible representations of solutions of linear functional equations of a certain class, and the generation of complete sets of such solutions by means of generalized interpolation series. By this is meant a biorthogonal series of the form n-0 Here ί L n \ is a sequence of linear functionals. When each L n is a point or a linear differential operator, then the series (1) reduces to a classical interpolation series. Our method is, essentially, to reduce the problem of the solution of the linear functional equation to a problem involving a denumerable infinity Received May 7, 1953 . This work was performed under a National Bureau of Standards contract with American University, and was sponsored by the Wright Air Development Center, ARDC, USAF. 504 PHILIP DAVIS of interpolatory conditions. An interpolatory procedure then yields an operator which may be cast into integral form, and which maps an appropriate space of functions onto a subspace of solutions.
In order to carry out this method with ease, it is convenient to deal with Hubert spaces H of functions, H being supposed to possess a reproducing kernel [cf. 5, l] , to restrict our basic functional equations to those possessing certain boundedness properties with respect to H, and to consider only solutions which lie in H. These assumptions will cause no difficulty in many instances where the existence and regularity of solutions may be known beforehand from independent considerations. Our work, therefore, falls mainly within the region of representation theory.
It is our principal aim to construct interpolation series which converge in preassigned regions to solutions of linear functional equations, and, by way of corollary, to construct complete systems of solutions. This is carried out in § §2-4. In § §5 and 6 we discuss some related topics, while in the final sections we take up the problem of systems of equations. The work is applicable to linear differential equations, both ordinary and partial, in an arbitrary number of variables, or of systems of such equations.
2. Reduction to an interpolatory problem. For the sake of definiteness, but realizing that restrictions other than the ones about to be set forth may prove useful in other circumstances, we shall deal with n complex variables Zj =x + iy.
(j = 1, -, 7z), and shall designate by B a fixed 2^-dimensional region in the space Z = (zi, , z n ) of the n complex variables. We shall designate by L 2 (B) the class of functions / which are single-valued analytic functions of z 9 are regular in B, and are such that -L
(2) ||/|| 2 = / I/I 2 dω < oc; dω = dx x •• dx n d γι dy n .
It may sometimes prove expedient to introduce a weight function in (2) . By L, we shall designate a fixed linear operator defined on L 2 (β) and with the property that L(f), /GL 2 (β), is regular analytic in B. Additional conditions on L will be required below. We shall be concerned with representations of solutions of class L 2 (B) of the functional equation
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A principal application will be the case in which L is a partial differential operator of the kt\\ order:
(4) Uf) '. . Σ . "I.*.-,'-. ,nSj Ά i n + ""
where the + ••• in (4) indicates the presence of partial derivatives of order < k. If now all the coefficients in (4) are regular in B 9 then so also will L{f) be regular in B. It is to be remarked that the case n = 1 which leads in (4) to an ordinary differential equation is not excluded.
Let { L n \ (n = 0, 1 •• ) be a sequence of linear functionals each of which is defined over the set R of functions which are regular in B and which possess the following two additional properties:
for each k 9 there exists a positive constant M k such that In connection with (b ) 9 let us observe that the composite operator
L n (/) s L n {L(f))
is a linear functional from L (B) onto the complex numbers.
Example.
Let L be the differential operator (4) show that any linear functional of the form (6), with Z* interior to B 9 is bounded over L (B), This is a consequence of the fact that the functionals (6) (8) converging for all selections a n with Σ Λ=0 | a n \ 2 < oo. By a lemma of Landau, this implies that (9) Σ \ L k(φ n (Z))\ 2 <co, n=0 and the Schwarz inequality applied to (8) yields
For analytic functions of a single complex variable, complete sets of functionals {L n \ of a wide variety are known. We can, for instance, replace (6) (in the 1-dimensional case) by If we are dealing with differential equations with nonconstant coefficients, such a selection may reduce the complexity of the subsequent formal work. The points Zβ need not have an accumulation point interior to B as is suggested by (11) , but, as in the Blaschke theory for the unit circle, may only have a weak accumulation of points on the boundary. In the theory of analytic functions of several complex variables, questions of the completeness of linear functionals are largely uninvestigated However, certain sets in addition to (6) are known.
Thus, for example, we may select the set (11) with the added restriction that the points Z^ do not lie on an analytic hypersurface [10, p. 39 ].
The functionals (6) and (11) are the usual "point" functionals met in interpolatory function theory. However, complete sets of integral functionals usually associated with orthogonal expansions may also be employed here. Within an L 2 theory, for complex analytic functions the distinction between these two types is weak, and persists only in certain discussions [8] , Under the foregoing hypotheses, we have the following result. It is frequently of importance to be able to solve this equation subject to the auxiliary conditions 508 PHILIP DAVIS
(12)
A n (f) = 0 U = 0,l,2,.. ),
where A n designates a linear functional which we shall again assume is bounded over L 2 (B) . Let now \ L n \ he an augmented set of linear functionals which includes both the sets \L n \ and {J4 Λ }, but only these; that is, each L n is either an L n or an A n , while every L n and every A n is some L n . We may now state the following result. Thus it appears that, from our present point of view, the role played by the auxiliary conditions (12) is indistinguishable from that of the functional equation itself. In the notation used later, the circumflex A will indicate the presence of auxiliary conditions; that is, we deal with the equation (3) and derive from it a set of functionals { L n j, but when auxiliary conditions are present, the set { L n \ will be augmented to yield { L n }. It should also be observed that, in eigenvalue problems, the operator L may involve a parameter λ. In such cases, the functionals L n and L n will also involve this parameter.
Representation of solutions.
We reproduce here, for convenience of reference, the following theorem on double orthogonality which was established in a previous paper [12] ,
THEOREM 2. Let [L^] be a set of linear functionals each of which is defined and bounded over L 2 (B)
The set { Lfc \ will be assumed independent.
There then exists a set of functions \φ£(Z)} {k = 0,1, ••) and a set of linear functionals \ Lf \ (k = 0,1, ) which possess the following properties:
(a) Each φΐ is of class L 2 (B) and the set is orthonormal over B: and orthonormalizing them by the Gram-Schmidt process.
(f) The set \φ^\ is complete for L (B) if and only if the set \ Lfc
In (17),
designates the Bergman kernel function for the domain B, and in our notation an asterisk * used with the symbols for either functions or functionals indicates that the corresponding set of functions or functionals is orthonormal. Starting from a given B and a given ordered set ί L& }, the sets { Z/| \ and { φ£ \ are determined uniquely, and we shall speak of them as being the biorthogonal sets associated with { L^ \ and B. 
In view of the orthonormality of the functions φ£ 9 If we admit the possibility of a nontrivial solution, the kernel Kj may be thought of as an "incomplete" kernel for B relative to the functional equation (3). It is wholly accessible to computation via (19) 
Appropriate changes must be made if auxiliary conditions (12) are present.
Proof. We observe that in view of (16) and (23), (24) and (24') are equivalent. For a given / E L 2 {B) 9 construct a g by means of (24'). Since the quantities L*(f) are Fourier coefficients of /, the sum in (24') is of class L 2 (B).
Thus also g E L 2 (B) . As remarked previously, g will be a solution of (3) if L k (g) = 0 (k = 0,1,...). By (14), this is equivalent to L*(g) = 0 (k = 0,1, ). In view of the boundedness of Lf over L 2 (B) 9 we have
The last equality follows from (15). Thus g is a solution. Conversely, if g is a solution of class L 2 (B) we shall have so that (24') holds with f = g.
Equation (24) On the other hand, the series in (24') has two characters: it is simultaneously a Fourier series and an interpolation series as well. This means that the partial sum
is that linear combination of φ Q , φ γ9 , φ N which interpolates to / in the sense that where {φ^ \ is any orthonormal set which is complete for S. In the case of ordinary differential equations, the sum in (32) will consist of a finite number of terms. In the case of ordinary differential equations of infinite order or of partial differential equations, there will, in general, be an infinity of terms present.
The incomplete kernel Kj may be identified as the kernel of the orthogonal complement S^ of S, and the utility of the backward decomposition of K B given by (30) 
< e[K B (Z;Z)-K,(Z;Z)Y A ,
which establishes completeness.
The nonhomogeneous case.
We consider next the nonhomogeneous linear functional equation
which may be supplemented by auxiliary conditions of the form
We assume that / is regular in B, and that all previous hypotheses regarding L and Λ n remain in force. We first reduce (36)-(37) to a problem in interpolation in the following way.
THEOREM 5. The linear functional equation (36), subject to the auxiliary conditions (37 ) f is equivalent to the interpolation problem
If conditions (37) are absent we maγ omit (38').
Proof. That (38), (38') follow from (36), (37) is evident. Suppose conversely that (38) holds. We wish to prove that L{u) = / throughout B. We have It will now be convenient to uniformize our notation. We introduce an augmented set { L k } of linear functionals as in the previous paragraph, and introduce a set of constants { β^ \ by means of the definition
The interpolation problem is now (40) L k (u) = β k (4-0,1,...).
We observe again that there is no distinct role played by the auxiliary conditions. Boundary value and initial value problems of mathematical physics may be fitted into the pattern (40) providing it is known a priori that the required solutions are regular across the boundary so that the functionals L k will have the required boundedness properties. We next introduce the biorthonormal sets (40) and (41) we have p=0 But since the L£ (u) are Fourier coefficients of u with respect to j φ% \, we must have (42). If (42) (48) and (49) The coefficients aj(z) in (57) are assumed regular in a region R containing the origin. If / is regular at z ~ 0, then the series (24') may be formed. If this series then converges uniformly in a neighborhood of z = 0, the difference fc=O which is again regular at 2 = 0, will be a solution; for, since the functional* Lf are applicable term by term, we have and this implies that L(g) = 0. The interpolation series (24') has a doubly orthogonal character, but the above proof will apply to any interpolation series successively by the requirement (60).
We shall now prove that we may find a set {ψ,(z)\ biorthogonal to ί Lΐ \ with the property that if / is regular in any neighborhood of z = 0, the inter-
will converge to a solution of (57) in some neighborhood of z = 0. The present proof will generalize to both partial differential equations and to ordinary differential equations of infinite order.
We have, from (57) and (58) where J designates the maximum distance from the boundary of B to the origin.
If now f is regular in | z \ < p, we have, for some constant Λf*,
M* j\/pί ; = 0,l, ), so that from (64) We observe now that the last two lemmas imply that the series Thus, to belong to L 2 (S) a function must not become large too rapidly as z approaches the horizontal boundaries of the strip, and indeed, must approach zero with a certain maximal rapidity along any horizontal line.
LEMMA. Let f G L 2 (S); then along each line y = σ, -h < σ < h, we must have
Proof. If (81) were not true, we could find two positive quantities A and δ and a sequence of values λ 0 < λ L < such that (82) λ n -λ n . 1 >δ>0 (71 = 1,2,-..), and Various authors have considered solutions of class L (0,oo); for example, see [13] .
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(83) |/(λ π + iσ)\ > A > 0 U = 0,l,...).
In virtue of (82) we may find an r > 0 such that the circles For the sake of simplicity, we consider here only systems of two functional equations in the two unknown functions, u{ -Ui(zι s z 2 ? * z n ) == u>i(Z), (i -1, 2 ), (90) L ι (u u u 2 ) = 0,
Introducing the solution vector u = (u l9 u 2 ) and the vector operator L = (L lf L 2 ) 9
we may write (90) as (90') L(u) = 0.
We assume that L ι (u ι$ u 2 ) are regular functions of z\ 9 9 z n whenever u{ are, and that L is linear on the vector υ. Vv ! e shall say that ( It is now convenient to introduce the direct sum of L 2 (B) with itself:
= L 2 (B)®L 2 (B).
This space consists of pairs u= (u l9 u 2 ), Ui G L 2 (B).
Vector addition and scalar multiplication are defined by u + x = (u i 9 u 2 ) + (v i 9 v 2 ) = (uι +vι , u 2 + v 2 ) a n d a u = a(uχ, u 2 ) -(a uι 9 a u 2 ).
We introduce an inner product in where K B is the kernel for L 2 (B).
We come now to the analogue of Theorem 2. THEOREM 9. Let \ L^ \ be a set of linear functionals each of which is defined and bounded over L 2 (B), The set { L^ \ will be assumed independent.
Then there exists a set of pairs and a set of linear functionals \ Lj* } (n -0 9 1 ? ) which possess the following properties:
(a) Each 0ΐ is of class L 2 (B), and the set is orthonormal: 
